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The Value of Museums makes the case that the niche museums has always
been public well-being. This guide shows museums how to assess and
communicate that essential public value.
Packed with current, global examples, Dooley/Patten's WHY POLITICS
MATTERS: AN INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL SCIENCE, 3rd edition, explains
why politics is important to you -- and how you can get involved. It gives you the
building blocks to understand political science and provides a big picture of the
field as it explores political theory, comparative politics, the U.S. government and
international relations. Thoroughly up to date, it covers the rise of populism,
nationalism, Brexit, the Trump presidency, U.S. relations with North Korea and
China, the pink wave in the 2018 Congressional midterms, the impact of climate
change on international relations and more. In addition, exercises throughout
prompt you to think critically about chapter concepts and put what you learn into
practice. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
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description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Presents a guide to preparing for the real estate licensing exam designed
specifically for Washington, featuring practice questions with answers and
explanations.
A Superpower System for the Region Between Boston and WashingtonMichigan
Real Estate License Exam PrepAll-in-One Review and Testing to Pass
Michigan's PSI Real Estate ExamPerformance Programs Company
In Defense 101, a concise primer for understanding the United States' $700+
billion defense budget and rapidly changing military technologies, Michael
O'Hanlon provides a deeply informed yet accessible analysis of American military
power. After an introduction in which O'Hanlon surveys today's international
security environment, provides a brief sketch of the history of the US military, its
command structure, the organization of its three million personnel, and a review
of its domestic basing and global reach, Defense 101 provides in-depth coverage
of four critical areas in military affairs: • Defense Budgeting and Resource
Allocation: detailed budget and cost breakdowns, wartime spending allocations,
economics of overseas basing, military readiness, and defense budgeting versus
US grand strategy • Gaming and Modeling Combat: wargaming, micro modeling,
nuclear exchange calculations, China scenarios, and assessments of
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counterinsurgency missions • Technological Change and Military Innovation: use
of computers, communications, and robotics, cutting-edge developments in
projectiles and propulsion systems • The Science of War, military uses of space,
missile defense, and nuclear weapons, testing, and proliferation For policy
makers and experts, military professionals, students, and citizens alike, Defense
101 helps make sense of the US Department of Defense, the basics of war and
the future of armed conflict, and the most important characteristics of the
American military.
Do recent changes in the Middle East signal peace? One Arab country after
another is signing historic, game-changing peace, trade, investment, and tourism
deals with Israel. At the same time, Russia, Iran, and Turkey are forming a highly
dangerous alliance that could threaten the Western powers. Meanwhile, the U.S.
is drawing down its military forces in the Mideast and focusing on matters closer
to home. Where's it all heading? New York Times bestselling author Joel C.
Rosenberg, based in Jerusalem, skillfully and clearly explains the sometimesencouraging, sometimes-violent, yet rapidly shifting landscape in Israel and the
Arab/Muslim world. Enemies and Allies will take readers behind closed doors in
the Middle East and introduce them to the very kings and crown princes,
presidents and prime ministers who are leading the change. Includes exclusive,
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never-before-published quotes, insights, and analysis from the author's
conversations with some of the most complex and controversial leaders in the
world: Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman (MBS) Egypt's President
Abdel Fattah el-Sisi Jordan's King Abdullah II United Arab Emirates' Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Zayed (MBZ) Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu
Israeli president Reuven Rivlin
Violence: The Enduring Problem offers an interdisciplinary and reader-friendly exploration of
the patterns and correlations of individual and collective violent acts using the most
contemporary research, theories, and cases. Responding to the fear of pervasive violence in
the world, authors Alex Alvarez and Ronet Bachman address the various legislative, social,
and political efforts to curb violent behavior. The authors expertly incorporate a wide range of
current cases to help readers interpret the nature and dynamics of a variety of different, yet
connected, forms of violence. The Fourth Edition represents a significant step forward in
presenting a more complete and contemporary analysis of violence. Included in this edition is a
new chapter on hate crime, a new chapter devoted to multicide, and updated discussions on
current topical issues, including the #MeToo movement and epigenetics.
The remarkable story of the 2019 World Series champion Washington Nationals told by the
Washington Post writer who followed the team most closely. By May 2019, the Washington
Nationals—owners of baseball’s oldest roster—had one of the worst records in the majors and
just a 1.5 percent chance of winning the World Series. Yet by blending an old-school brand of
baseball with modern analytics, they managed to sneak into the playoffs and put together the
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most unlikely
postseason run in baseball history. Not only did they beat the Houston Astros,
the team with the best regular-season record, to claim the franchise’s first championship—they
won all four games in Houston, making them the first club to ever win four road games in a
World Series. “You have a great year, and you can run into a buzz saw,” Nationals pitcher
Stephen Strasburg told Washington Post beat writer Jesse Dougherty after the team advanced
to the World Series. “Maybe this year we’re the buzz saw.” Dougherty followed the Nationals
more closely than any other writer in America, and in Buzz Saw he recounts the dramatic year
in vivid detail, taking readers inside the dugout, the clubhouse, the front office, and ultimately
the championship parade. Yet he does something more than provide a riveting retelling of the
season: he makes the case that while there is indisputable value to Moneyball-style metrics,
baseball isn’t just a numbers game. Intangibles like team chemistry, veteran experience, and
childlike joy are equally essential to winning. Certainly, no team seemed to have more fun than
the Nationals, who adopted the kids’ song “Baby Shark” as their anthem and regularly broke
into dugout dance parties. Buzz Saw is just as lively and rollicking—a fitting tribute to one of the
most exciting, inspiring teams to ever take the field.
The "Age-Friendly Cities & Communities: States of the Art and Future Perspectives"
publication presents contemporary, innovative, and insightful narratives, debates, and
frameworks based on an international collection of papers from scholars spanning the fields of
gerontology, social sciences, architecture, computer science, and gerontechnology. This
extensive collection of papers aims to move the narrative and debates forward in this
interdisciplinary field of age-friendly cities and communities.
"Imagine a strategy memo forecasting cyberattacks by Russian hackers, trolls, and bots
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designed
to roil social discontent and damage the electoral prospects of a major party US
presidential nominee, or, if she winds up winning, to sabotage her ability to govern by seeding
allegations of Democratic voter fraud. Guaranteed payoff. No fingerprints. No keystroke record.
No contrails in the cloud. To ensure that Americans would believe that disparaging messages
about her were made in the US, use bitcoin to buy space and set up virtual private networks
(VPNs) on American servers. Distribute hacked content stolen from the accounts of her staff
and associates through an intermediary, WikiLeaks. Use identity theft, stolen Social Security
numbers, and appropriated IDs to circumvent Facebook and PayPal's demand for actual
names, birth dates, and addresses. On platforms such as Instagram and Twitter, register under
assumed names. Diffuse and amplify your attack and advocacy through posts on Facebook,
tweets and retweets on Twitter, videos on YouTube, reporting and commentary on RT,
blogging on Tumblr, news sharing on Reddit, and viral memes and jokes on 9GAG. Add to the
mix a video game called Hilltendo in which a missile-straddling Clinton figure vaporizes
classified emails sought by the FBI. Employ "online agitators" and bots to upvote posts from
imposter websites such as BlackMattersUS.com to the top of such subreddits as r/The_Donald
and r/HillaryForPrison. Drive content to trend. To maximize the impact of your handiwork, use
data analytics and search-engine maximization tools built into the social media platforms. To
test and fuel doubts about the security of US voter information, hack the election systems of
states. And, throughout the primary and general election season, insinuate the notion that if
Hillary Clinton were to win, she would have done so by rigging the election, an outcome that
would repay her assaults on the legitimacy of their leader's presidency with doubts about her
own. Were she instead to lose, she would no longer be a thistle in the toned torso of the
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and trolls' boss's likely boss. Every result but one produces desirable results for the
Kremlin. Outcome one: Clinton is off the international stage. Outcome two: she wins but can't
govern effectively. Outcome three: the former Secretary of State is elected and the country
simply moves on, but the sabotage nonetheless has magnified cultural tensions and functioned
as a pilot from which to birth later success - perhaps when she runs for a second term. The
only eventuality that damages the Russian cybersoldiers and their commander-in-chief is the
fourth in which, in real time, the cyberattackers are unmasked by a vigilant intelligence
community, condemned by those in both major political parties and around the world,
characterized by the media as spies and saboteurs, the Russian messaging is blocked or
labeled as Russian propaganda, and, when included in media accounts, the stolen content is
relentlessly tied to its Russian origins and sources. None of that happened. Instead, to the
surprise of the Russian masterminds as well as both Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump, he won
the Electoral College and with it a four-year claim on 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue. Although
countrywide she bested him by almost 2.9 million votes, he unexpectedly captured an Electoral
College majority by running the table. By the end of the evening of November 8, Florida as well
as Wisconsin, Michigan, and Pennsylvania were in his column. The ways in which Russian
hacking and social media messaging altered the content of the electoral dialogue and
contributed to Donald Trump's victory are the subjects of this book. To begin my exploration,
this overview chapter will highlight key findings of the US intelligence community; preview my
focus on the hackers and trolls and the synergies between them; justify casting the Russian
machinations as acts of cyberwar; outline ways in which susceptibilities in our system of
government and media structures magnified their effects; and note five presuppositions that
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will shape
my analysis of the Russian trolls' work and one that will guide my study of the effects
of the hackers."-Also time tables of railroads in Central America. Air line schedules.
This book is a comprehensive study of the development of China’s nuclear-powered ballistic
missile submarines (SSBNs). It offers insights into the secretive world of nuclear submarines
and ballistic missiles of the Chinese (PLA) Navy and studies how these are likely to grow in the
next two decades. The volume examines the technological origins of the design and
development of Chinese nuclear submarines, ballistic missiles, and their naval construction
capabilities. It provides an analysis of the underlying Chinese nuclear doctrine, China’s
maritime geographical constraints for submarine operations, and the credibility of its sea-based
deterrence. It draws upon strategy, nuclear policy, technology, geography, and operational
considerations to holistically predict the likely SSBN force levels of the PLA Navy for various
scenarios. The book also assesses the spectrum of threats likely from the undersea domain for
India and other nations in the Indo-Pacific region. A key text on an obscure but vital facet of
Chinese defence studies, this book will be useful for scholars and researchers of strategic
affairs, international relations and disarmament studies, peace and conflict studies, geopolitics,
foreign policy, Indo-Pacific studies, and diplomacy.

This open access book presents work collected through the Liquefaction Experiments
and Analysis Projects (LEAP) in 2017. It addresses the repeatability, variability, and
sensitivity of lateral spreading observed in twenty-four centrifuge model tests on mildly
sloping liquefiable sand. The centrifuge tests were conducted at nine different
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centrifuge
facilities around the world. For the first time, a sufficient number of
experiments were conducted to enable assessment of variability of centrifuge test
results. The experimental data provided a unique basis for assessing the capabilities of
twelve different simulation platforms for numerical simulation of soil liquefaction. The
results of the experiments and the numerical simulations are presented and discussed
in papers submitted by the project participants. The work presented in this book was
followed by LEAP-Asia that included assessment of a generalized scaling law and
culminated in a workshop in Osaka, Japan in March 2019. LEAP-2020, ongoing at the
time of printing, is addressing the validation of soil-structure interaction analyses of
retaining walls involving a liquefiable soil. A workshop is planned at RPI, USA in 2020. .
Features of Michigan Real Estate License Exam Prep (MI-RELEP): National Principles
& Law Key Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula Review & Practice
(17 pages) Michigan-Specific Laws and Practices (22 pages) National Practice Tests
(500 questions) Michigan Practice Tests (100 questions) Michigan Sample Exam (100
questions) We know the real estate licensing exam can be tough, and very nervewracking to prepare for. That’s why we created the Michigan Real Estate License
Exam Prep (MI-RELEP) the way we did. Since we have been managing real estate
schools and developing curriculum for forty years, we know how all this works – or fails
to work. MI-RELEP is comprehensive in that it contains both key content review and
testing practice. And the text review is Michigan-specific – not just simplistic national
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content,
but terse, relevant and accurate Michigan laws and regulations presented as a
well-organized set of state ‘key point reviews’ ideal for pre-test memorization. But let’s
not dismiss the importance of the national content either. MI-RELEP’s national key
point reviews are a succinct compression of tested national principles and practices that
comprise the national portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our content is
drawn from our own national textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice – one of the
most widely used principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as
well as our question selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated
by PSI for Michigan. Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test questions
reflect the topic emphasis of your state’s testing service and your Michigan license
exam. A word about the test questions… MI-RELEP’s testing practice section consists
of ten national practice tests, six state practice tests, and one state exam sample test.
The practice tests are roughly 50 questions in length and the sample test is 100
questions. The test questions are designed to cover the content covered by the law
reviews – which reinforces your learning of the total body of information tested by your
Michigan exam. The questions are direct, to the point, and designed to test your
understanding. When you have completed a given test, you can check your answers
against the answer key in the appendix. You may also note that each question’s
answer is accompanied by a brief explanation, or “rationale” to further reinforce your
understanding. In the end, as you know, it’s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we
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going to tell you that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state
exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here to get
you ready. Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of success in taking
and passing your Michigan real estate exam. So good luck!!
A fascinating examination of how restricting speech has continuously shaped our
culture, and how censorship is used as a tool to prop up authorities and maintain class
and gender disparities Through compelling narrative, historian Eric Berkowitz reveals
how drastically censorship has shaped our modern society. More than just a history of
censorship, Dangerous Ideas illuminates the power of restricting speech; how it has
defined states, ideas, and culture; and (despite how each of us would like to believe
otherwise) how it is something we all participate in. This engaging cultural history of
censorship and thought suppression throughout the ages takes readers from the first
Chinese emperor's wholesale elimination of books, to Henry VIII's decree of death for
anyone who "imagined" his demise, and on to the attack on Charlie Hebdo and the
volatile politics surrounding censorship of social media. Highlighting the base impulses
driving many famous acts of suppression, Berkowitz demonstrates the fragility of power
and how every individual can act as both the suppressor and the suppressed.
The Oxford Handbook of Consumption consolidates the most innovative recent work
conducted by social scientists in the field of consumption studies and identifies some of
the most fruitful lines of inquiry for future research. It begins by embedding marketing in
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its global
history, enmeshed in various political, economic, and social sites. From this
embedded perspective, the book branches out to examine the rise of consumer culture
theory among consumer researchers and parallel innovative developments in sociology
and anthropology, with scholarship analyzing the roles that identity, social networks,
organizational dynamics, institutions, market devices, materiality, and cultural meanings
play across a wide variety of applications, including, but not limited to, brands and
branding, the sharing economy, tastes and preferences, credit and credit scoring,
consumer surveillance, race and ethnicity, status, family life, well-being, environmental
sustainability, social movements, and social inequality. The volume is unique in the
attention it gives to consumer research on inequality and the focus it has on consumer
credit scores and consumer behaviors that shape life chances. The volume includes
essays by many of the key researchers in the field, some of whom have only recently, if
at all, crossed the disciplinary lines that this volume has enabled. The contributors have
tried to address several key questions: What motivates consumption and what does it
mean to be a consumer? What social, technical, and cultural systems integrate and
give character to contemporary consumption? What actors, institutions, and
understandings organize and govern consumption? And what are the social uses and
effects of consumption?
In a complicated political era when the United States feels divided, this book celebrates
feminism and female contributions to politics, activism, and communities. Each of the
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forty-four
women profiled in this illustrated book has demonstrated her capabilities and
strengths in political and community leadership and activism, both in the United States
and around the world. Written in an approachable, journalistic tone and rounded out by
beautiful color portraits, history, key political processes, terminology, and thoughtprovoking quotes, this book will inspire and encourage women everywhere to enact
change in their own communities and to pursue opportunities in public affairs.
What's the secret to making schoolwide SEL work? Growing numbers of people
recognize that social-emotional learning (SEL) is central to a well-rounded education
and to success in life outside and beyond the school building. What's missing is the
know-how and framework for weaving SEL into the fabric of the school. In this highly
practical and eminently readable book, Thomas R. Hoerr shows teachers,
administrators, and other school staff how to integrate the Formative Five success skills
(empathy, integrity, self-control, embracing diversity, and grit) with school culture
essentials by answering these questions: 1. How can you ensure that your school or
district is helping students develop their SEL skills across disciplines? Address your
values, vision, mission. 2. What effective programs and activities support student
development of SEL skills at the classroom, school, and district levels? Consider your
practices. 3. How can you leverage personal relationships within the school and in the
community to cultivate students' appreciation of how the differences among us make us
stronger? Involve your people. 4. How can you weave an SEL narrative into your
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culture? Live your narrative. 5. What can you do to establish and nurture a
welcoming school environment as you strive to enhance students' SEL skills? Embrace
your place. Replete with real-life examples from the author's years as a school leader,
relevant findings from the research, and helpful strategies for use at all levels and with
all K-12 populations, Taking Social-Emotional Learning Schoolwide is the ultimate
blueprint for making sure students and staff are equipped to thrive.

"I would give myself an A+" —Donald Trump, on his first 100 days in office.
Americans increasingly agree on one thing: Every day that Trump stays in office,
he diminishes the United States and its people. In Trump Must Go, TV and radio
host Bill Press offers 100 reasons why Trump needs to be removed from office,
whether by impeachment, the 25th Amendment, or the ballot box. Beginning with
the man himself and moving through Trump’s executive action damage, Press
covers Trump's debasement of the United States political system and degrading
of the American presidency. Ranging from banning federal employees’ use of
the phrase “climate change,” to putting down Haiti, El Salvador, and African
nations as “shithole” countries, we have to wonder what he’ll do next. He has a
bromance with Putin that enables several meetings between Trump staffers and
Russian officials, and he has a wrecking crew administration: Attorney General
Jeff Sessions, Education Secretary Betsy DeVos, and Housing Secretary Ben
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Carson, to name a few. Extensive “executive time” marks Trump’s calendar so
he can golf, watch TV, and eat fast food. Trump has done it all...badly. But, in a
political climate where the world has learned to expect the unexpected, Press
offers readers a twist: one reason not to ditch Donald Trump.
We live in strange times. Old borders are vanishing just before our astonished
eyes, while new ones are rapidly emerging. Nearly three decades after the
publication of Francis Fukuyama's The End of History and the Last Man, the
zeitgeist that predicted a bright future for mankind to a large extent turned out to
be rather more of a dystopia. Crises in and outside Europe multiplied the number
of border controls, triggered the construction of walls and fences and widened
ideological gaps. The book Discussing Borders, Escaping Traps is a
transdisciplinary and transspatial approach to investigating these vanishing,
emerging and changing material and immaterial borders. It is the result of a twoyear project by AreaS, a research group in area studies located at Østfold
University College in Norway, and by AreaS’ partners.
Discover the fascinating true stories of spies and secret agents throughout
history in this ultimate collection of espionage trivia. Whether you’re a wannabe
007 or just a fan of subterfuge, the fun facts and legendary stories in this big
book of spy trivia are sure to shock and fascinate. Discover how the most
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infamous spy organizations like the CIA and the MI6 came into existence, how
they recruit citizens into their fold, and how they have shaped some of the
world’s largest and most memorable historical events. You'll even learn real
tactics that spies use on missions, from escaping zip ties to reading the body
language of a stranger. This collection spans centuries and countries, including: •
One of history's first and most iconic spy operations: the Trojan Horse in ancient
Greece • America's first spy organization: George Washington's Culper Ring •
Real-life KGB spies from the McCarthy Cold War era: American citizens Ethel
and Julius Rosenberg • And much more! Perfect for any person who has been
fascinated by the shadowy world of espionage, this fact-packed book quizzes
readers on their spy knowledge, from pop culture icons to unsung heroes that
history books have forgotten.
Port Business is essential reading for all those with an interest in trade and
transportation and the role of ports in the global supply chain. It discusses the
various types of ports in existence, identifies the major ports per category,
analyzes what the key business drivers are, describes their governance, how
they are managed, which trends influence them, and what kind of impact they
have on supply chains. Dr. Jürgen Sorgenfrei uses his significant consulting and
project development experience within the international ports, shipping, rail &
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logistics sector, and in global economics, trade, analytics, and forecasting as well
as in intermodal hinterland transport to provide this comprehensive overview of
port management. The book is a combination of a strong background in
principles and practical knowledge and is an indispensable resource for those
interested in maritime economics. .
The issues Reichman considers—which are the subjects of daily conversation on
college and university campuses nationwide as well as in the media—will
fascinate general readers, students, and scholars alike.
This edited volume bridges the "analytical divide" between studies of transatlantic
relations, democratic peace theory, and foreign policy analysis, and improves our
theoretical understanding of the logic of crises prevention and resolution. The
recent rise of populism and polarization in both the U.S.A and Europe adds to a
host of foreign policy crises that have emerged in transatlantic relations over the
last two decades. Through examining how democracies can manage to sustain
and maintain mechanisms of crisis resilience that are embedded in the
democratic peace, and particularly transatlantic relations, this book helps
enhance the understanding of inter-democratic crisis resolution across issue
areas. In doing so, it addresses some of the most important and prevalent crises
of our time, such as anti-terrorism intervention in Afghanistan; Iran’s nuclear
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program; burden-sharing within North Atlantic Treaty Organization NATO; key
aspects of the international order, such as binding norms for cyber security and
the integration of China into the Western-led international economic order; as
well as domestic order shifts, such as the British vote to leave the European
Union (EU) and the impact of the Trump administration populist foreign policy on
transatlantic crisis resolution. This book will be of key interest to students and
scholars of International Relations, Transatlantic Studies, Foreign Policy
Analysis, and Comparative Politics.
In Birthing Black Mothers Black feminist theorist Jennifer C. Nash examines how
the figure of the “Black mother” has become a powerful political category.
“Mothering while Black” has become synonymous with crisis as well as a site of
cultural interest, empathy, fascination, and support. Cast as suffering and
traumatized by their proximity to Black death—especially through medical racism
and state-sanctioned police violence—Black mothers are often rendered as onedimensional symbols of tragic heroism. In contrast, Nash examines Black
mothers’ self-representations and public performances of motherhood—including
Black doulas and breastfeeding advocates alongside celebrities such as
Beyoncé, Serena Williams, and Michelle Obama—that are not rooted in loss.
Through cultural critique and in-depth interviews, Nash acknowledges the
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complexities of Black motherhood outside its use as political currency.
Throughout, Nash imagines a Black feminist project that refuses the lure of
locating the precarity of Black life in women and instead invites readers to
theorize, organize, and dream into being new modes of Black motherhood.
Resisting Rape Culture through Pop Culture: Sex After #MeToo provides
audiences with constructive models of affirmative consent, tender masculinity,
and pleasure in popular culture that work to challenge toxic dominant and
hegemonic constructions. While numerous scholars have illustrated the many
ways mediated culture shape social understandings of sexual violence, this book
analyzes texts that might serve to resist rape culture. This project locates how
these texts manufacture cinematic or televisual narratives and in turn work to
create new realities that encourage cultural and social change. Kelly Wilz
analyzes the ways in which we, as a culture, tend to understand sex through
visual media and dominant cultural myths, while highlighting productive texts
which might serve as a possible corrective to the ways in which sex is ritualized
by rules that legitimize violence. Through the lens of productive criticism, Wilz
examines how language and dominant ideologies around rape culture and rape
myths reinforce systemic violence, and how visual texts might work to reimagine
how we might disrupt those ideologies and create new ways to engage in
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conversations around intimacy and violence. By centering the voices within the
#MeToo movement, who actively work to de-normalize sexual assault and abuse,
these models provide a useful counter to the deluge of dehumanizing narratives
about survivors and sexualized violence. Scholars of pop culture, women’s
studies, media studies, and social justice will find this book particularly useful.
With recent changes in social and political landscapes around the world the focus
of preventive counter-terrorism has shifted in many places from government to
civil society. The contributors analyze the different approaches of Civil Society
Organizations in preventing and countering violent extremism in various countries
in South and Southeast Asia. The cases examined include, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Myanmar, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. The key emphasis is on understanding the
context within which each example was initiated, and the factors that determined
their relative success or failure. The evidence from these cases suggests that
much can be achieved through empowering communities to engage in aiding
both the indoctrinated and those who pose the greatest risk of radicalization. A
valuable contribution to the literature on preventing and countering violent
extremism.
America’s worst ideas and people are rising to the top, thanks to a rancid culture
that has turned every part of our lives into a fight between so-called “privilege”
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and entitled brats claiming “victim” status. The country is under siege and
America’s most ferocious enemy is already here: our privileged victims. On
university campuses, in the news media, and in Hollywood, race, gender, and
sexuality determine who should advance and who should be taken down a peg.
Driven by “social justice” and governed by “intersectionality,” out-of-control
college students, school administrators, journalists, and titans of the
entertainment industry divide and rank us on an infinite scale of grievance—the
more of them, the better. And God have mercy on any individual deemed to
benefit from “privilege.” Privileged Victims zealously exposes the lies and myths
behind: • The #MeToo movement that redefined sexual assault and rape to
include simple regret, ruining the lives and careers of countless men • Hoax hate
crimes, a key feature of the privileged victim class • The debate over our junglelike immigration system, dumbed down by a scheming national news media to
ugly charges of racism and xenophobia • Hollywood, which no longer aims to
produce high-quality entertainment, but to virtue signal and promote "social
justice" And so much more. In gripping detail, Eddie Scarry uncovers the
perversion behind social justice and its identity-first dogma that’s replacing
America’s meritocracy, tracing its origins in academia and shining a light on the
havoc it has wrought over the course of three decades. Bewildered citizens
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mistakenly believe that it’s a matter of political correctness gone too far or the
ailing symptoms of a country that has grown too sensitive. The truth is much
worse: it's a deliberate, malignant reorganization of American life and the
replacement of merit with mediocrity is the ultimate destination. “How did
everyone in America get so unhappy all of a sudden? In part, because it pays.
Eddie Scarry lays out the scam in this infuriating and fascinating book. It’ll make
you never want to complain again, just for the sake of being countercultural.”
—Tucker Carlson, Host of “Tucker Carlson Tonight” on Fox News and Author of
Ship of Fools "What I love about Eddie is his courage. He knows the outrage mob
is constantly coming and he doesn't care. Some of us call that being a First
Amendment advocate. Count me as a fan and a reader."—Megyn Kelly
Features of Washington Real Estate License Exam Prep (WA-RELEP): National
Principles & Law Key Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula
Review & Practice (20 pages) Washington-Specific Laws and Practices (30
pages) National Practice Tests (500 questions) Washington Practice Tests (115
questions) Washington Sample Exam (100 questions) We know the real estate
licensing exam can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That’s why
we created the Washington Real Estate License Exam Prep (WA-RELEP) the
way we did. Since we have been managing real estate schools and developing
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curriculum for forty years, we know how all this works – or fails to work. WARELEP is comprehensive in that it contains both key content review and testing
practice. And the text review is Washington-specific – not just simplistic national
content, but terse, relevant and accurate Washington laws and regulations
presented as a well-organized set of state ‘key point reviews’ ideal for pre-test
memorization. But let’s not dismiss the importance of the national content either.
WA-RELEP’s national key point reviews are a succinct compression of tested
national principles and practices that comprise the national portion of state
license exams from coast to coast. Our content is drawn from our own national
textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice – one of the most widely used
principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as well as our
question selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated by
AMP/PSI for Washington. Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test
questions reflect the topic emphasis of your state’s testing service and your
Washington license exam. A word about the test questions… WA-RELEP’s
testing practice section consists of ten national practice tests, five state practice
tests, and one state exam sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50
questions in length and the sample test is 100 questions. The test questions are
designed to cover the content covered by the law reviews – which reinforces your
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learning of the total body of information tested by your state exam. The questions
are direct, to the point, and designed to test your understanding. When you have
completed a given test, you can check your answers against the answer key in
the appendix. You may also note that each question’s answer is accompanied
by a brief explanation, or “rationale” to further reinforce your understanding. In
the end, as you know, it’s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we are not
going to tell you that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state
exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here
to get you ready. Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of
The definitive account of how regime change in the Middle East has proven so
tempting to American policymakers for decades—and why it always seems to go
wrong. "Must reading—by someone who saw it first-hand—for all interested in
America’s foreign policy and its place in the world.” —Robin Wright Since the end
of World War II, the United States has set out to oust governments in the Middle
East on an average of once per decade—in places as diverse as Iran, Iraq,
Afghanistan (twice), Egypt, Libya, and Syria. The reasons for these interventions
have also been extremely diverse, and the methods by which the United States
pursued regime change have likewise been highly varied, ranging from
diplomatic pressure alone to outright military invasion and occupation. What is
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common to all the operations, however, is that they failed to achieve their
ultimate goals, produced a range of unintended and even catastrophic
consequences, carried heavy financial and human costs, and in many cases left
the countries in question worse off than they were before. Philip H. Gordon's
Losing the Long Game is a thorough and riveting look at the U.S. experience with
regime change over the past seventy years, and an insider’s view on U.S.
policymaking in the region at the highest levels. It is the story of repeated U.S.
interventions in the region that always started out with high hopes and often the
best of intentions, but never turned out well. No future discussion of U.S. policy in
the Middle East will be complete without taking into account the lessons of the
past, especially at a time of intense domestic polarization and reckoning with
America's standing in world.
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